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LOST WAX STUDIO fabricated in USA
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AROC URTU hand fabricated in NYC
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TRACY HUTT hand fabricated in NYC
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LOST WAX STUDIO commitment+bridal hand fabricated in NYC
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! ! ! TAM TRAN hand fabricated in NYC
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LOST WAX STUDIO hand fabricated in NYC
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TAM TRAN hand fabricated in NYC
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LENI FUHRMAN hand fabricated in NYC
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CHERYL KRAUSS hand fabricated in NYC
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MARISOL MERCADO hand braided in Mexico
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LOST WAX STUDIO handmade in NYC
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LOST WAX STUDIO made in NYC 
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TAM TRAN hand fabricated in NYC
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TAM TRAN hand fabricated in NYC
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AROC URTU hand fabricated in NYC
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TAM TRAN + JUSSARA LEE hand fabricated in NYC
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FARRELL &CO  bench made in Maine
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AROC URTU Designed by Lauren Bergman, this collection is a union of raw beach or other singular stones formed beneath Earth’s surface then shaped by 
pounding waves, rushing currents and sand juxtaposed with fine gemstones, precisely shaped and polished by master stonecutters. The balance of 
simplicity and complexity is at the core of the exquisite design in the collections. Lauren Bergman’s impressive background in jewelry design 
features a resume of the best names in the world of fine jewelry. After completing her studies at Parsons, The Art Students League and the Fashion 
Institute of Technology, she began designing for clients such as Judith Leiber and Harry Winston. In 2001, she was appointed Design Director at 
Vivid Collection (now Leviev) and in 2006 became Creative Director at William Goldberg.!!
TRACY HUTT  uses classical jewelry techniques to create modern updated styles. Trained to work with gold, Tracy has recently introduced a collection 
of affordable vermeil jewelry. Her style is a contemporary twist on classical jewelry, using gold, silver, precious, and semi-precious stones. Tracy 
studied art at NYU, and after several years in the financial sector, she went back to her original passion - jewelry making. She currently resides 
and works in Manhattan. !!
CHERYL KRAUSS is inspired by the beauty of high-karat gold. Its unique physical properties enable her to employ techniques invented by the 
Egyptians, Etruscans, Greeks and Romans, and to design in the spirit of these ancient civilizations. Each piece embodies the luster and 
extraordinarily rich color that flatters gemstones and wearers alike. This collection is hand fabricated in NYC using 22 karat yellow gold, 
gemstones, natural elements and vintage pieces are combined. Findings are made of 18 karat gold for extra durability.!

LOST WAX STUDIO DESIGNS was conceived from the enthusiastic response to our shop and its mission of working and supporting independent designers. 
Our design aesthetic and belief that good design should be made available at all price points inspired us to launch this collection of simple, 
affordable and American made pieces designed in house by Tam Tran. We also offer design/making workshops in jewelry making or fiber arts all taught 
by working designers. Our goal with our workshops is to connect the the maker and the end consumer by creating an opportunity for a dialogue between 
the 2 parties. More workshops in traditional skills including leather work, knitting and wax carving will soon be available.!!
TAM TRAN is a designer/maker using ancient jewelry making techniques combined with a distinct design perspective to create relevant timely work.  
“My work is deeply rooted in history and the traditions of all ancient craft techniques. “My passion lies in research and deconstructing historical 
pieces, techniques or construction and reimagining them to create relevant designs for today maintaining a contextual link to the past”. Each piece 
is hand worked and bear the organic marks of its fabrication and is made locally in her New York City studio. Influences from her apparel/textile 
design background is evident in her use of color, diverse range of raw materials, and an irreverent exploration of traditional metals technique. Tam 
is also the founder of LOST WAX STUDIO, a concept store/studio revolving around making and working with independent designer/makers which she opened 
with business partners Yuval Alexander and Christine McKee in 2011. Tam also works with many diverse design/education projects independently with 
institution such as The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Museum of Art and Design and has created bespoke pieces for many feature films including 
RACHEL GETTING MARRIED, RED, AND RIPD and also works as a consultant to many diverse design projects. “Participation and collaborating with other 
creative/academic people in many different industries is an inspiring and rewarding part of my creative working process. These outside collaborations 

PRESS LOOKBOOK available at therunthrough    !!
PHOTOGRAPHY Tam Tran
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